
It is very good experience to be part of this competition. Reading books for the same was fun. My Home is not so far...... I clearly remember that day.It was cloudy. I was romping around with my herd. A bath in the spring, dusting ourselves with mud, basking in the sunshine, some food to satisfy our appetite and fun in the evening,this is what we did. We passed the trees, munching the fruits and leaves, nudging each other. For many days, the hole dug deep into the earth went unnoticed. It even escaped the attention of mother who was very careful and never allowed me to stray away. 
I remember the day when she was worried when I moved away from the herd after the bath in the lake. But the wait for an elephant for the humans was over one day,when I fell into it. A cushion of leaves and the smell of mud awaited me. I heard my family’s loud, anxious trumpets and answered. But no one was able to help me out. I tried hard to climb up but kept falling down. Someone came out of the thick curtains of leaves of the mango tree that hid him after every single member of my herd left. In a rage, I knocked him down with my trunk many a times.He showed up after a little while with a branch of mangoes which I ate up in an instant. It was late in the evening by then, and the sun was gone like my family. The boy hurried away leaving me there, alone. 
It began to rain heavily. Later he came and did something at night which I didn’t see as I was sleepy.But early in the morning a vehicle that looked like a huge animalwhich moved with humans inside came up and I was taken out of the ditch.I felt a natural feeling inside me that urged me to run back to the depth of the forest. But as soon as I came out my legs werechained and I was taken inside the moving thing. The joyful elephant in me was soon replaced by the unhappy one. I was taken to the outskirts of the jungle where I lived in a stable. Very soon after my coming, I began training. I was taught how to bow, kick a round item, and walk over boxes to name a few of the tricks that I learnt. I hated two men there, the trainer and the owner.The trainer beat me with a sharp object if I was unable to do a trick properly. Itwas very painful. The owner grumbled over everything. Two people also tookreal good care of me and I owe a great deal to them, my caretaker and the cook. 
Whenever I had a bruise or a wound, they would attend it .The caretaker (my mahout), slept with me and also bought milk for me whenever I felt hungry at night. Soon,I found myself feeling a little happy.I used to pat the boy (my caretaker) on his back and he presented before me a surprised expression.I soon became very attached to him.Soon after,I began performing tricks in front of people. I was dressed in cloth and also had to follow all the absurd instructions given by the trainer.Sometimes, I had to give rides to people. I had been given a hollow carved wooden necklace which I wore all the time. The cook and the boy both blew inside my trunk and maybe that is why I still remember their faces. My caretaker, almost every night made carvings out of wood. One day, I saw my herd. 
They were so close that I could exchange trunk-hugs with them.I wanted to leave the compound and go away with them but again my chains restricted my movement. Overworking often made me ill. That’s the time, when family was what I wished for. Soon, my family had to leave for another section of the forest, in search of food. I was so sad that in a rage I pushed and threw over the trainer when he came. He grumbled in pain. Poor fellow but he has done worse to me! The cook and caretaker calmed me and also the trainer. His wounds were bad and they were attended to well. The owner was furious with this incident, and so he ordered his people to come with instruments that could cause me harm. That day, my mahout shouted something to the owner and then we fled away. I went back to my jungle and my herd. I had spent a long time without them. 
The mahout left his elephant-like carving on a tree for me and I gave him my bell necklace carved by the cook. Then my caring mahout left. I now enjoy my life as a fully grown elephant (not the young one I was when chained) with my herd. I found my carving on a tree, a sole souvenir which reminds me of my life with humans.

